Doctoral Student Union Board Meeting
Date: December 15, 2015
Time: 12.00-14.00
Attendance: Dimitris Paraschakis, Erliza Lopez Pedersen, Maria Rubin, Zahra Hamidi,
Eric Snodgrass
1. Formalities
Eric is appointed as the chair of the meeting.
Eric is appointed as the secretary of the meeting.
Dimitris is appointed as adjustment person.
2. Discussion of last meeting’s protocol
2.1 Nothing was brought up at this meeting.
3. Information from the Chairman
3.1 The budget. We have received faulty information as to how many % we could
have to play with this year. We have used 62%, and there was only enough for
42%(ish). This means that we have gone over budget with around 100.000: - This
will not effect us at all but will, of course, mean that the new board have to adjust
the %. A large scale investigation is to be launched after Christmas and the
“decision” on % vs. days and so on will change, most likely the way we get money
will as well.
3.2 DOMB is coming up at Thursday’s Forksningsberedningen meeting. Might be a bit
overshadowed with the budget issues. But Hans seemed positive towards an
ombudsman at the meeting yesterday. Will have more info after Thursday.
3.3 Email Eric if want some “certificate” and will prepare them so can all have them
at the annual meeting.
4. Information from the Treasurer
4.1 Email from Mecenat. Appears that every union has its own deal with Mecenat and
some form of agreement was made between Mecenat and DSU in 2012. Need to
find out more about this issue: including, 1) what the original agreement was, 2)
when it became free to get a Mecenat card. Maybe also contact old DSU Board as
well to find out more about original agreement. This will effect our membership
fees and whether we have a fee. Erik and Dimitris to contact Mecenat to find out
more.
5. Information from the representatives at a general level
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